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GRAPHIC REFRESH
With its relocation from ADAC West to Buckhead Square in the former Container Store space fresh on its heels,
PORCELANOSA continues full-speed ahead, with fresh product for 2016. Among them is FOREST, a line of tex-

MANN of
the HOUR

tured, graphic porcelain wall tiles available in 12 diferent colors and ﬁnishes, from classic marble to metallic silver
in the form of hexagon tiles. Porcelanosa, (404) 973-0640; porcelanosa-usa.com

RISE & SHINE

At Fall High Point Market, venerable
home furnishings company BAKER

George Sellers and Bradley Cliford's cutting-edge collection of

revealed the company has tapped

objets d’art, from serpentine lamps to faux-bois consoles in the

Chicago- and New York-based designer

form of cast plaster, resin and bronze, have garnered quite a

KARA MANN to reimagine its MILLING

following since its launch as the ARETÉ COLLECTION in 2014,

ROAD collection. The resulting moody

and its freshest clean-lined iterations, such as the Compass Rose

mix—Kara Mann Collection for Milling

console, pictured, are no exception. Through Bungalow Classic,

Road—are 54 statement pieces rooted

(404) 351-9120; bungalowclassic.com

in tradition but infused with Mann’s
signature ﬂair. Think classics with attitude,
from caned chairs with sharp, geometric
shapes to dining tables with “ﬂuid” metal
legs. Beyond the unexpected ﬁnishes
(ink hues), materials (metallic accents) and
silhouettes (sharp shapes), the real winning details are the line’s accessible price
points. Available at Mathews Furniture;

(404) 237-8271; mathewsfurniture.com

Daring Design
Inspired by J BANKS DESIGN GROUP founder and president Joni Vanderslice’s frequent
trips to Africa, KRAVET’s new Tanzania fabric collection, designed by the South Carolinabased ﬁrm, presents a contemporary interpretation of traditional tribal designs. The performance fabrics and trims feature graphic patterns, colors and textures, a nod to traditional
African cloths and carvings. Kravet, ADAC, (404) 816-7941; kravetcontract.com
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